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Strange events permit themselves the luxury of occurring is curated by 
London based artist Steven Claydon (*1969) and continues a tradition of 
artist-curated shows at the Camden Arts Centre. Before Claydon the little 
more established Richard Wentworth curated Thinking Aloud in 1998 and 
Tacita Dean put together An Aside in 2005.  
The title of Claydon’s exhibition stems from a quote of fictional 1930’s 
detective Charlie Chan. While Chan could be counted for numerous pithy 
Chinese proverbs, and the exhibitions title is perhaps one of those, if you’d 
expect some crime mysteries to be resolved at the Camden Arts Centre you’d 
be disappointed. 
Instead Claydon claims this show to be an attempt “to shed some light on the 
curious and spurious hierarchy of materials (matter, earth, caca etc) and the 
venerable status endowed on the work of art, monument or relic.” This could 
be anything really. After being greeted by Edward Underwood’s Lowlights 
(2003) at the bottom of the stairs, that kind of apologetic sound installations 
many group shows nowadays think they have to feature, the visitor enters an 
exhibition which rather resembles a combined art fair booth. Centrally located 
one finds Claydon’s own works, including a new installation at the Clore 
Ceramics Studio. After a few minutes into the visit a forlorn feeling gets me 
disappointed on to how much Claydon deemed it necessary to include his own 
pieces into this exhibition. The artist has also designed the plinths for other 
participants work. This kind of unifies the entire display. But didn’t he want to 
examine the ‘taxonomies of display? one wonders. Strange disingenuousness. 
After having seen such imaginatively conceived artist projects as Goshka 
Macuga’s Objects in relation in similar institutional parameters at Tate 
Britain just recently, this does not seem to become a very promising affair.   
Most convincing yet is New York based artist Carol Bove’s presentation A 
setting for A. Pomodoro, 2005.  On heavy slaps of concrete the artist has 
erected golden frames, washed out planks of wood perhaps found on the 
shores of the sea suspended from a golden necklace, a fan of peacock’s 
feathers neatly laid out. Jenny Holzer’s text piece Bodies lie in the bight grass 
and some are murdered and some are picnicking keeps Bove’s staged 
ensemble company.  
The only strange event, really, included in this exhibition was Jim Shaw’s 
initiation ritual of the 360 degree (from the rite of the 360 degree), 2002 a 
projection of a performance of self built instruments plaid by a dozen or so 
friends of the artist, including Mike Kelley playing an arm clarinet, in a 
disused water basin in California. It is displayed next to a Shaw’s testicle 
bagpipe, 2002 made of latex rubber also featuring in the film. Looming next 
to it is a piece that makes the visit rewarding: Francis Picabia’s Femme à 
l’idole (1940-1942). It’s a fantastic, albeit sexually explicit, juxtaposition. Yet 
one would have wished for more of these succulent contrasts and the strange 
events occurring would have developed in potential. 
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